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How are these pieces made?

“The pieces featured in this exhibition include diverse techniques such as crochet, knitting, and weaving to transform yarn and other fibers; also collage, and quilling to produce artwork with papers while “playing” with colors and textures.”

Philip Sarsany
“Emerging Life”
(Front and Right Sides)
“Emerging Life”
(back and left side)
“Repurposed”
“Coral Reef”
See the depth in the work “Coral Reef”
See the depth of the work “Coral Reef” from the left side.
“Spring has Sprung”
“Dreaming in Blue #1”
“Pesce: Esercizio Artistico in tre atti (Fish: Art Exercise in three acts)”
(1 of 3)
“Pesce: Esercizio Artistico in tre atti (Fish: Art Exercise in three acts)”
“Pesce: Esercizio Artistico in tre atti (Fish: Art Exercise in three acts)”
(3 of 3)
“From the Fashion Design Studio”
(Set of 2)
“From the Fashion Design Studio”
Picture 1 from (Set of 2)
Thank you for visiting this exhibition!